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RFABC Old Document Recycling
Posted on May 24, 2016 by Andrew Lee

By Vince Kreiser

The Recreation Facilities Association of B.C. has a long distinguished history of providing services to the
recreation field in B.C. One of the original names of the Association was the B.C. Arena, Auditorium and Stadium
Association.

For many years the older documents relating to the The old documents were stored in a number
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operation of the Association were stored at the
Chilliwack Archives.

of boxes and represented business
conducted by the Association from the
1960’s until the 1990’s.

Denis Leclerc (right) and I (Vince Kreiser) contacted the
current President of the RFABC (Jamie Materi) and also
the President Elect (Chris Siddaway) to volunteer to sort
and then recycle these materials for the Association. The
two of us have been long time members of the RFABC
and have also served on the Executive in the past so we
had a pretty good idea of what materials we would be
going through.

In many of the boxes we found lots of
financial records dealing with the operation
of the Association.
Interesting to note the small dollar amounts
on a couple of the cheques issued by the
Secretary-Treasurer.

Long before fax machines, email, and texting one of the
ways to try and provide “fast” written communication in
the world was by the use of the telegraph.
A few of us can remember the process: 1. Phone or visit
the local railway station, 2. Give the Station Agent your
message to send, 3. The railway station in the
community you are wanting to contact gets the message
by telegraph, that Agent types it up and then has it

In Canada the two choices to send a
telegraph were either Canadian Pacific or
Canadian National.
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delivered it to the intended party. 4. The sender pays the
bill!

Another interesting item found in the materials was this
letter promoting free ticket envelopes from the Tuckett
Tobacco Co. People must keep the context of the times in
mind however as they think about this type of
involvement with recreation facilities and cigarette
companies.

Here is another example of Export “A”
cigarettes providing this sort of ticket
envelope for use by the various recreation
facilities.
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It may seem strange in the context of today’s times that
this type of relationship existed, but for many years
cigarette companies were a major sponsor of things like
scoreboards and recreation and cultural events
throughout Canada. In addition, many recreation
facilities used to sell cigarettes in their concession
operations.

Another interesting discovery was this photo
of the late Joe Dukowski. Joe was a past
President of the Association and a Memorial
Bursary in his name has been presented by
the RFABC to students in the recreation
diploma programs (first at BCIT, then
Vancouver Community College and now at
Langara College) since 1981.

In 2014 B.C. Place Stadium played host to the Tim
Horton’s Heritage Classic featuring the Vancouver
Canucks and the Ottawa Senators. Many people mistake
this as one of the first ice events hosted in the Stadium.
In 1989 the RFABC was responsible for the installation
and maintenance of the ice for the event called
Winterfest. It took lots of work on everyone’s part to put
ice into a facility like this but a credit to the Association
and its members for helping to produce a successful
event.

It was a little sad when Denis and I finished
the work and took a peek into the big
recycling container. Many years of
dedication, energy and hard work were
reflected in the documents but it was time to
finally let them go.
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The sensitive and financial records were sorted into these boxes and disposed of through a confidential
recycling process.

This entry was posted in Vince Kreiser. Bookmark the permalink.
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